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I« Introduction
William Dean Howells, referred to throughout his life-
time as the Dean of American Letters, is indisputably-
recognized as the chief prophet and major practitioner of the
movement of realism. He became the preeminent figure in the
field of /onerican fiction during the last half of the century,
and, as the leader of the realists in the long and hard literarj-
battle which ended in their triumph, he was always something of
a storm center. After his death, it became even more the
fashion for critics to attack him and disparage his works,
although this time from a different angle. There are still
spasmodic recurrences of the latter dispute.
The first literary controversy in \diich Hewells was
involved was the conflict be-tween the supporters of the old
romanticism and the proponents of the new realism. He was
assailed by the former as being uninteresting and even
degrading. The romanticists averred that readers of "light”
literature preferred that the plots and characters of fiction
be withdrawn frcm the inspiration of life; in other words, they
wished their fictional diaracters to be essentially noble and
involved in plots that were built up of thrilling and \musual
climaxes which finally ctilminated in happy endings. In
addition, they asserted that literature should elevate through
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the Qiiployinent of characters of superior mold and the
narration of stirring events, an entirely idealistic situation.
Howell’s fiction, created under the influence ©f his theories
of realism in literature, produced nothing of the kind;
therefore it was received by the followers of romanticism with
but scant kindliness, and his supporters were hard pressed to
establish the worth of his innovation. The battle between the
realists and the romanticists was slowly won by the former, and
by the time of Howell’s death, all important literary men
admitted, either expressly or by implication that the major
tenets of the realists were sound.
With the triumph of realistic standards in American
literature, the debate subsided, but another one was preparing
for the attack; this time the victory was not so easily gained.
Indeed, the contest, although the fury of the battle has almost
entirely subsided, still finds an occasional champion for ome
side or the other. This time the question was: "Is William Dean
Howells essentially a realist?" There were numerous ardent
opponents against his position as such, ?hi ch were faced by as
many and as ardent defenders. In recent years, however, there
seems to be a tendency to weigh the matter a little more
dispassionately with the result that the author and his works
are being rescued frcci the oblivion to which thej’’ had once been
consigned.
The opponents of Howell’s realism based their arguments
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not so much on what he included in his novels as on what he
excluded. Professor Oscar Firkins, in discussing the themes of
the forty novels said,
"They have very evident and very curious
limitations, Mr. Howells restricts himself to
an experience on which fortune and imture have
laid their own restrictions, A prosperous and
virtuous man of letters living in good society,
is shut out from many of those fluctuations which
diversify the experience of less fortunate and
less exemplary men, Mr, Howell’s taste has also
played the part of censor for his themes. In
these forty volumes, adultery is never pictured;
seduction never; di-vorce once and sparingly (A
Modern Instance ); marriage discordant to the
point of cleavage, only once and in the same
novel with the divorce; crime only once with any
fulness;
(
The Quality of Mercy ); politics never;
religion passingly and superficially; science
only in crepuscular psychology; mechanics,
athletics, bodily exploits or collisions very
rarely,"
(1) Firkins, Oscar r William Dean Howells , A Study, p, 65
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The ignoring of such questions might well have indicated a
romanticist; surely they constituted so large a part of the
actual phenomena of social behavior even in the life he knew,
that he had no business to ignore them.
For this neglect of the harsher realities which existed
thro\:ghout the America of his time, Howells was called narrow,
squeamish, and timid. The sphere of his novels, confined as it
was, almost entirely to a certain small section and a limited
class group caused the former criticism by those v4io believed
that he should have made broader and more inclusive studies of
life. The accusation of timidity and squeamishness,
"respectable as a church, proper as a deacon", were the words
of Frank Norris—arose from the fact that Howells did not cut
through the surface to probe life, but dealt with trivialities,
a practice occasioned by the confusion of transient with
permanent values and an attendant lack of the appreciation of
their relative worths. There was no progress from trifles to
principles, no penetration of the external crust of character
traits to find the real source of the national character, with
the result that there wfts no effective touching on national
problems and failure to enter into the earnestness of the
national life with its abundance of energies that every year
made the American character more distinct. Thus his novels
were made dull because vital and significant materials were
harred from them.
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The revelations of Freud and his school of psychoanalysts
would seem to discredit Hew ells and his school of realists as
being only examiners of the surface of life, suggesting at, but
not probing its depths. They were objective, not subjective,
and did not try to say what went on in the souls fkf their
characters, A theory of art which would condone such a
practice was all surface and no depth. "Reticent realism" was
a term applied by some critics to realists of this type who
failed to portray the stark realities about them, imputing the
failure to the reticence of the writer, although others seemed
to believe this explanation to be a doubtful one.
The gentility which marks Howells works has also been a
point of controversy, while the animosity of the anti -puri tans
,
during their campaign against gentility before and after the
war, destroyed his hold upon American literary taste and
thought, and threatened to over- shadow him. Their arguments
were that he was ultra-genteel in matters pertaining to sexual
morality and squeamish udien faced with dirt, disease, pain and
crime - all part of the lives of the majority of people. That
Howells, the exponent of realism and the controversialist for
truth shrank from such realities and truths caxised his fiction
to be, to that extent, a weak and false eipression of this
country, belying his own critical doctrines and weakening them
with foolish qualifications.
Before all this storm of reproach, the friends of Howells
kt
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had to entrench themselves,and they based their defense, for th<!
most part upon the author’s temperament which directed the kind
of realism he employed. The following statement by William
Lyon Phelps, an admirer and a close friend of Howells, was mde
I
in support of this stand:
"The noticeable reticence in the art of
Mr. Howells—udiich led him instinctively to
shun detailed descriptions of the coarser
aspects of life— sprang, I think, from a
certain delicacy in his nature so reinarkable
that I have never seen its like in any other
man. It is astonishing that one who was
brought up in a newspaper office, who was at
home in every city of the world, who must
have met all varieties of human nature, should
have remained so virginally sensitive.,,. Yet
Mr. Howells was the last man in the world that
I should call effeminate. He was so masculine,
so democratic, so simple, that I shall always
think of him as a homespun American,"
Howells slowly grew into a firm belief in restrained
realism, and by precept and example pointed the way toward a
frank critical appraisal of the characters of the individual
CD Phelps, William Lyon: Howells . Jame
s
.
Bryant and Other
Essays
, pp, 178-180
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and of the nation* By some critics he was said to be an
unusually skilful portrayer of the various types of the nationaf.
character and as fully .AnKrican as any author of his time.
Besides revealing, with graphic details, the typical New Englanf
village and the Boston viiioh he loved, he pictured typical,
democratic American scenes: the railway car, the country store,
and the swarming city streets.
”Dr. Eliot, president emeritus of Harvard, drew
attention to the innumerable phases of American
life, common and uncommon, that Mr. Howells had
portrayed always with accuracy, sweetness, and
sympathy with all the good there is in
character on the whole squalid or malignant,
as well as all that is noble and lovely in the
best of humanity."
Of late years the tendency has been to judge Howells a
little more fairly - to concede his worth as a pioneer in the
field of realism and as an influence upon youn? writers, and to
recognize the fact that his failure to touch the heights or
depths of life was largely due to his theory that literature
should be trxje to life in its ordinary aspects instead of in
its unusual appearances.
(l) Current Opinion, 62: 357, May 1917
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Chapter I
Realism in American Literature
The history of literature is a story of alternating
currents. Innovators declare the old forms to be lifeless and
outworn, and sound a ’back to nature" call of revolt. Usually
it is the work of young men with no reverence for conventional
and long-standing forms, and when the revolt has beccme
successful, its ideas are in turn hardened into rules of art,
only to be in time over-thrown by a new moven^nt. Such is the
story of the triumph of realism which has now won a recognized
place for itself, in American letters. It arose from the
turmoil, indecision and conflicting tendencies of the Cilded
Age, and it drew all American writers either into its train or
into opposition. It appeared as an attempt to make a true
transcript of the life of the new found country and its varied
inhabitants.
There has been a lack of agreement as to the mesning of
the term "realism", some critics contending that the method was
only a form of romanticism carried to a more advanced stage,
T/diile others declared it to be an entirely new movonent.
However, the aims of the realists have been well defined in the
definition by William Dean Howells in his Criticism and Fiction
"Realism is nothing more nor less than the truthful presentatiok
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of inaterial." This definition would indicate a complete
break with the methods of the romanticists, who assumed an
idealistic and grandiose attitude in their fiction. They did
not tell the truth about life, but they reasoned that they were
only doing with their dreams what man would do with his world
of realities, were he able. Therefore, unusual characters,
interesting action, and thrillii^ climaxes were the stock-in-
trade of the romanticists. The realist refused to follow in
the footsteps of his predecessors. He
"quietly set to work with a new method. He
sought out those quiet, unobtrusive aspects
of life that occupy the average inan almost
exclusively. This step eliminated a great
many of the stock characters and situations
from the novel, for the realist contended,
quite correctly, that man is not naturally
the colorful, melodramatic figure visualized
by the romantics, and that life was more
placid and commonplace than climatic, and
that heroes were dis tressiigly scarce. The
realist had only one great aim; to reproduce
the material of everyday life as truthfully as
possible. This aim created an entirely new
ITT Howells, William Dean: Criticism and Fiction , p, 73.
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type of fiction that contained no interpretation
of values."
It is an accepted truism that "literature is the product
of an age", the "mirror of a civilization". Therefore to
understand the period of' realism in America, one must look at
the history of the nation in the years immediately following
the Civil War, as the country "grew from a land of opportunity
to becore the seat of a disillusioned and concentrated
civilization". The war marks a definite break in the historj^
of American literature, and a number of new literary schools
and tendencies have appeared since its close. It signalized
the triumph of the philosophy of industrialism over that of
romantici an, and it has been called the "Gethsemane of
adolescent America" from the experiences of which the youthful
nation "found its soul".
In the years before the war, American fiction was
predominantly romantic in tone. This tendency was largely due
to the general feeling of hopefulness and exuberance on the
part of the American people. America was the land of
opportunity, the futiire held glowing promises, and proof of the
doctrine of individualism— that a man had equal chances with
any of his fellows, to carve a place for himself in the world
(1) Blankenship, Russell : American Literature as an Expre ssi on
of the National Mind
. p. 478
(2) Foerster, Norman: American Poetry and Pro se , p. 981
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was found in the careers of many self-made loen. In the
literature of the age such ideas found expression, coloring it
with a high degree of romanticism, and causing it to stand for
high idealism and the life of the spirit. The war awoke the
country from its dream, and following the conflict a much more
subdued note was struck. The age became one of questioning and
testing, A new spirit—social, dramatic, intense—took the
place of the old dreaning and sentiment and sadness,
"Back of every changing technique lies
a changing philosophy and back of a changing
philosophy lies changing social ideas that in
the end determine the national culture,"
The growth of realian in -fiineri can literature had its foundation
in the gradual necessity for the American people of facing the
hard realities of life» The free lands of the West diminished
rapidly after the war; the frcntier suddenly reached the
western coast and was hurled back into the continent, with the
result that the countiy was forced to realize that the day of
seemingly unlimited land resources had gone forever; and that
the time fior careful conservation of those at hand had cane.
No longer could a man who had failed to prosper in his eastern
home turn his face to fresh western territory in the hope of
recouping his fortunes there. Thus the age, which had begun as
TTT Foerster, Norman; Reinterpretaticxi of American Literature,
|
p. 139

one of expansion, becane one of concentrfitlon
,
likewise an age
of cities and apartments, when the exodus was no longer from
the cities to the frontier, but from the farms to the cities.
The settler was followed by the speculator and exploiter, and
with the passing of the free land and the end of the vague and
romantic idea of "opportunity in the West”, a realistic
civilization began to build itself upon the remains of a
romantic one.
"The social and economic development of the
period was from a rcMnantic expansiveness to
a hard practical concentration. The literary
development was roughly parallel: from
romanticism through realism to naturalism."
Industrialism played its part in the buildiig of a
realistic civilization. Manufacturing had received a great
impetus during the War between the States, and it ccmtinued to
wax after the close of the stnggle, oreatirg for its advantage
large industrial centers. The Industrial Revolution with its
attendant change in the system of industry from that of the
home to that of the factory, destroyed the individualism upheld
the romanticists; it was tried and found to be non-economic.
The growth of the factory system also created a distinction
between employer and employee which the latter could not ignore
TTT Foerster, Norman: American Poetry and Pro se
.
p, 982
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while his inability to understand the new social order and to
cope with injiistices inflicted upon him under the system caused
him to doubt its rectitude*
The political situation in the decades immediately
following the war was not one to win the coifidence and trust
of the majority of the people in the efficiency and integrity
of the national government* Public scandals, which tarnished
the names of many government officials were exposed. The
federal government gathered unto itself more power, it is true,
but that power was often used to the advantage of a few instead
of to the good of the most.
As a fore-going statement has asserted, it was an age of
questioning* There was a general discontent and a desire to
meliorate conditions. The mind of America in the later part of
the nineteenth century was subjected to a play of forces that
broight into question the validity and the excellence of ideals
here-to-fore held in reverence. The sudden shift in the
material outlook of the average American gave him a feeling of
helplessness in the face of forces Tdii ch he could not control,
unless he found out what lay behind the facts themselves. The
beginning of this search tended to make the American a realist-
a person who was willing to face facts no matter how unpleasant
they were, and from that questioning a more realistic attitude
toward life and letters arose. Realism sprang, therefore, from
social discontent, and matured when clarified in the light of
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Eurppean thoixght, which completed the realistic revolution begun
by disillusidnment with middle class economics. It was heralded
by the industrial revolution and its interests, canunerce and
finance. Indus tiy stood for monetary profit, material progress,
and the rule of common sense and efficiency. To-day realism
rules because tbs past history and present tendencies require a
"bitter tonic to cure the patient". By its very premises it
assumes that something is wrong.
Thus the early seventies called for a new statement of
literary art in America, for life was found to be real and true,
and naked in its absolute faithfulness to facts* That statement
was essentially realistic in tone, for it embodied the idea that
literature should be a transcript of life, and in the two decades
of the nineteenth century, which followed its enunciation,
realism in American literature came into its own.
Beyond that of the general tendency of American life
following the Civil War, there were at least three specific
influences upon the development of literary realism between 1870
and 1890. There were namely science, democracy, and foreign
writers who had adopted the realistic method before American
writers used it extensively. Science, iuftiich was made especially
prominent in the Tictorian mind, had, as probably its main
purpose, that of coming to the aid of the ccmmion man. It
helped in the triumph of the middle class by contributing
machines whereby that group could satisfy its acquisitive
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Instincts, In that way it created an industrialized society,
hich in its turn developed a mechanistic philosophy. By
displacing metaphysics and theology science helped to pave the
way for realism. The intellectual history of America since the
Civil War is indicated in the progress from Transcendentalism to
biology to physics; from the doctrine of the innate Gfod head to
the doctrine of the biological perfectability of man through
evolution, to the materialistic philosophy which explained the
mechanistic order, Romantic optimism and freedom of the will
disintegrated and were succeeded by a stark pessimism which was
influenced by the mechanistic determination. Science, therefore
provided for realism an intellectual background that was as
somber as that of the Russians, It was also an immediate
forerunner of realism in that it gave a method of procedure to
the new school of novelists, for realism could come of ^e only
with a generaticai trained in the laboratory. The method of the
scientist is to observe closely, record scrupulously everything
observed, and to attribute as much to the quiet and ordinary
ways of nature as to its mere unusual and spectacular ones.
One of the chief requisites of the scientist is his ability and
his patience to carry out long-systained observation and
experimentation. He has a wide field of choice, but once his
choice is made he must stick to it with a minimum of deviation
from the truth. The same rules apply to the realist; he, too,
must observe carefully, record accurately, give the common
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ordinary aspects of life their due places in his observations,
and stay as close to the truth as he is temperamentally capable
of staying* The results should be true to "’the motives, the
impulses, the principles that shape the actual life of men and
women"* Along with democracy, science was a levelling force,
destroying aristocratic traditicns and privileges and evolving
an attitude which came to examine man as a mere animal, not as a
hero or a demi-god. Both the democrat and the scientist insists
upon seeing things as they were; both disapproved of the
untruthfulness of the remanti ci sts.
During this period, the ideals and principles of democracy
were sweeping the country. With the disappearance of the old
aristocratic group and the rise of the powerful middle class,
there was a corresponding tendency to eliminate the former from
the literature of the times. The old novels had been
aristocratic, filled with people of rank or of unusually noble
and heroic talents, but with the new philosophy of equality,
such characters were as out of place in the literatua*e of the
age as they were in its political or social systems. While
science, therefore, gave a method to realism, democracy gave to
it material. The new fiction concerned itself with the people
of everyday life and depicted ordinary aspects of the national
existence,
"To-day no material, no class of people, can
be called non-literary ’ subjects. Everything
"j-
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is literary, and every human being can be made
the subject of interesting and important
ficticn. This idea is the great bequest of
democracy to the novel," (1)
The third influence, that of foreign novelists, was purely
literary. In Europe, since the middle pert of the nineteenth
century, creative artists were striving for sincerity and truth-jf
sculptors, painters, writers.. In France, Balzac and Flaubert
did more than any others to set the method for the new generating
of writers; from Russia came memorable novels by Turgenev,
Tolstoy, and Dostoievsky; while Eliot and Hardy in England gave
truthful but poetic interpretations of English country life.
The first truly international novelist, Henry James, had as his
aim the realistic analysis of the finest shade of emotion. Of
the European writers, Balzac was probably the most influential,
for much of present day fiction can be traced in theme and
design to his Comedie Humaine . Yet Zola bad earned a wide
Bdtoriety by the beginning of the present century. He took a
decided stand for naturalism and the inclusion in fiction of all
iterials, even the most coarse and base, fPr the purpose of
scientific accuracy and completeness in relating the story,
Tolstoy gave neither method nor theme to many American writers,
but he did give Howells the courage to accept realism. The
CD Blankenship, Russell: American Literature as an Expression
of the American Mind
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contact of American culture with foreign realism came first in
the 70 and 80* s, through translations for the most part.
Since the more cultivated reading public was dissatisfied with
the romances and sentimentality of the writers who were then in
vogue, they turiBd to the European realists, even to the
naturalist Zola, In this manner, the way was beirg prepared for
a small but intelligent and appreciative audience for our native
realism.
I
The natural result of the reinterpretation of the functionj
of the art of fiction was a changing technique. In an endeavor
to keep their works true to the life they pictured, the new
I
school of writers tried to abstain from all plot manipulation,
maintaining that life has so few climaxes that they did not
merit places in novels which dealt with realities. They argued
that life was ordinarily wi th out high lights and deep shadows
and that the forcing of events into plots was unnatural and
untruthful. It was typical of the early realists that their
stories excelled in characterization, and that their plots were
slight, while a close attention to detail maiked their
descriptions of scenery, interior settings, and manners. The
plot was developed out of the personalities of the characters
—
a method which is still used to-day by the best realists. The
whole point of the new technique was to avoid the unnatural and
spectacular in action and character, and to stress the usual
and ordinary. The natural consequence was to subdue comedy and

and tragedy, but with liie loss in intensity came a corresponding
^ain in sincerity.
The several stages of realism in America are interpreted
in the light of two movement s- -concern at the social
naladjustment of the Industrial Revolution, and encroachment of
the mechanistic determination upon the idea of evolutionary
progress. The stages overlap somewhat, and are not quite
continuous, but the following divisions are fairly suggestive:
the Realism of the Commonplace which reached its peak in the
Biddle 80 *s and of which the works of William Dean Howells are
the best illustration; the Realism of Social Protest which came
to its hei^t in the second decade of the 20th century; the
Realism of Natiiralism Tidiich began with Crane and Norris and
reached its fullest expression in the works of Dreiser; the
Realism of Impression and perhaps Expression, which began with
Crane and has been so popular since the war. The Realian of
Social Protest may be placed apart from the main body of
literature and regarded as primarily sociological, since its
main interest is social instead of literacy, although it uses
the technique of realism to advance its ends. An interesting
comment on the development of the different stages of realism is
quoted here:
"There is su^esti on in the fact that the
progressive phases of realism in America have
synchronized closely with recurrent periods of
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economic depression that marked the development
of an industrial order. The real i an of Howells
followed the panic of *73 and grew more serious
with the labor disturbances of the late ei^ties;
the realism of Garland emerged from economic
maladjustments that bred Populism; the realism of
Crane and Norris came with the depressicm of the
nineties; the realism of Herrick and Jack London
coincided with the revolt of the Muckrakers that
was strengthened by the depression If 1907; and
the realism of Sinclair Lewis and Sherwood
Anderson synchronized wi 12i the depression of
post-war days. One must not make too much of
such coincidences, yet it is clear at least that
these successive probings of American life involved
a criticism of current romantic ideals, and of the
plutocracy that had gathered the pots of gold all
were chasi ng . ” ^ ^ ^
(1) Foerster, Norman: The Rei nterpreta ti on of American Literatur
pp. 140-141
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Chapter II
The Litera r:/ Background of William Dean Howells
With very minor exceptions the life of William Dean Howellii;
vas one of unusual continuity in the field of literary effort,
iis activities in ttiat field began at an early age, and even
luring the four years spent as a consul at Venice, his duties
Interfered veiy slightly with his avocation. For nearly ei^ty
years, his work was almost entirely verbal discourse with the
public, first as a type-setter, then as a Journalist, last as an
author.
At a very tender age, Howells, impelled by the exigencies
of the family and tbs theory of his fatbsr that everyone should
5e useful, began helping in his father’s printing office, TThile
tie was yet in his early teens, his proficiency as a type-setter
was recognized; soon after he was twenty he was called to the
Bditorial staff of the Ohio State Journal ; and by the time he
was twenty-one he was invited to dinner by the governor of the
state—his rise being then gained on the basis of his talents
alone. Howell’s experiences in the field of Journalism were
Invaluable, His early training in responsibility and competence
,
and the necessity of his rubbing shoulders with the realities of
Bxistence brought the world of facts close to his experience,
and it is upon its respect for facts that realism has its
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foundation. He did not, however, lose his dreams and visions;
they lasted throughout his early life and he was fortunate in
forming a love for the actual before he lost his preference for
the romantic. Another valuable inheritance from his newspaper
career was his journalistic method. In his novels, Howells was
a reporter of life, and his journalistic background probably
helped to make him observant, en5)hasizi ng even the minute detail]^
and chronicling thou rather than interpreting them.
Because of his early employment in the printing office
Howells received but a very scanty formal education; indeed, he
was almost completely self-taught. By his own efforts he
acquired a knowledge of Latin, Spanish, French, and German, whil^
also through his own study partially supervised and directed by
his father, he came into a literary heritage which might well be
the envy of many whose educaticxial advantages had been more
favorable. Howells* love for poetry, his habit of poetizing
every-day existence, and his introspection were inherited, he
Relieved, from his paternal forbears. "I think that I came of a
reading race, (he wrote) which has always loved literature in a
way, and in spite of varying fortunes and many changes.
lis books of an autobiographical nature contain very clear
pictures of his growth in literary consciousness, and in them he
pays tribute to the influence of his home -life in fostering a
n (1)
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love of books. Although Howells » mother was devoted to her
children, the dominant influence in shapir^ his life was his
.association with his father. Their close companionship at work
and the similarity of their tastes gave them unusual opportunitie
for comradeship.
"They were the most congenial of companions,
discussing literature and philosophy together as
they ^nt about their work. And although they
!
differed in some matters of taste, the main traits
are notably similar in father and son— the tendency
to moralize and philosophize on any subject, always
tempered by a fine strain of humor, the love of
nature, even of the most common things in nature,
and the sense of personal sympathy with men, even
with the most common men.”(^)
Howells paid the following tribute to his father:
"There was that in him which appealed to the better
qualities of those he came in contact with, and
made them wi^ to be as good as he thought them
capable of beirg. He was not a poet in the
.
artistic sense, but he was a poet in his view of
' life, the universe, creation, and his dream of it
I
included man, as well as the woods and fields and
TTT Cooke, Delmar Gross: William Dean Howells : A Critical Study
,
p. 10.
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their citizenship. His first emotion concerning
every fom of life was sympathetic; he wished to
get upon common ground with every person and
with everything.”
It was through reading aloud in the famil3’- group that
Howells received his first taste of literature. Books of
|
theology and poetry formed the major part of the small library i|.
the home, and the father used to read from them to the assembled
family. Of poetry he was especially fond and he urged upon the
boy the reading of Cooper, Byron, and especially Burns. To Burns!
Howells was not especially attracted, at first, because of the
dialect; but to Moore and Scott he responded more whole-heartedl;r;
indeed his admiration of The Lady of the Lake caused him to
contrive verses modelled upon it.
Howells did not long depend on the reading in the family
group for his knDwledge of literature; his real masters for many
years were the authors whom he came to imow for himself. His
early reading was a sort of hero-worship—a burning of incense
before shrines. Goldsmilii, Cervantes, and Irving were his
earliest and most-lasting passions. The former was endeared to
him because of his kindness and gentleness, qualities which
"are never out of fashion; it ii^worth the while
I
in
1
Introduction to William Cooper Howells’: Recollections of
Life in Ohio (1895), p. IV.
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of any young person presently imtending deathless
renown to take a little thought of them. They
are the source of all refinements, and I do not
believe that the best art in any kind exists
without them. The style is the man, and he
cannot hide himself in any garb of words so that
we shall not know somehow what manner of man he
is within it; his speech bewrayeth him, not only
as to his country and his race, but more subtly
yet as to his heart, and the loves and hates of
his heart.”
To Cervantes he was allied by an affection based more upon the
temperamental than the philosophic side of hi s nature. To both
him and Irving he owed an affection for the Spanish name and
nature which was his romance. It was the characters which were
created by these authors and in which he felt a personal interes t
that inspired within him an affection for the books rather than
an interest in the authors themselves.
During his early teens, however, Howells began to read mor^
widely and with a definite sense of authorship. He became
acquainted with Scott, but received his rcmances without
enthusiasm.
"One is tempted, associating his coldness toward
25 .
(l) Howells, William Dean: My Literary Passions (1895), p, 15.
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Scott's romances with his devotion to Don Quixote ,
to pronounce the lad already a realist; hut he
assures us that his actual interest was in
literature, not in life,"
k passion for Pope at this time led him to a number of
imitations of which few, if any, were finished. Yet these
imitations left Howells with a debt to the poet for his met bed
of writing which was essentially one of intelligence, not emotio^
jThe most important event in this stage of his literary growth
was a sudden passion for Shakespeare transcending all his
previous literary passions.
”In those early days I had no philosophized
preference for reality in literature, and I dare
say if I had been adeed, I should have said that
the plays of Shakespeare where reality is least
felt were the most imaginative; that is the
belief of the puerile critics still; but I
suppose it was my Instinctive liking for reality
that made the great Histories so delightful to
me, and that rendered Macbeth and Hamlet vital
in their very ghosts and witches. There I found
a world appreciable to experience, a world
inexpressibly vaster and grander than the poor
(l) Cooke, Delmar Gross: William Dean How ells
,
A Critical Study
,
p. 18 .

little affair that I had only knov/n a small
obscmre corner of, and yet of one quality with
it, so that I could be as much at home and
citizen in it, as where I actually lived. There
I found joy and sorrow mixed, and nothing abstract i
or typical, but everything standing for itself, *
and not for some other thing. Then, I suppose it
was the interfusion of humor through so much of
it that made it precious and friendly,”
In Dickens, Howells found a conception of denocracy
watched over by a Providence which governed all things to a good
end; and his delight in it, even though he found it contradictory
to his own experience, caused him to admire the author. He
liked Thackeray better in some respects, however, for by that
time the literary sense attained when he began to imitate Pope
was completely acquired and his absorpticn in literature as
divorced from life was at its height,
Longfellow, Browning, and Tennyson were literary passions
of Hov;ells, which were never wholly discarded. Such an
admiration would seen to disclose in him a confirmed romanticist
had it not been that their influence was off-set by that of
Chaucer whom Howells read with that sort of personal attachment
he had felt for Cervantes, Although the grossness of the Tales
(1) Howells , V/illiem Dean My Literary Passions (1895), pp. 60-6
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was someT?diat repugnant to the boy, he enjoyed especially the
freshness and the sweetness of the diction and, as was his rule
with authors whom he adnired, he soon began to write verses in
imitation of his idol. A close following of the archaic dictioni
formed for him a preference for the "simpler Anglo-Saxon woof of
our speech”, ^^^and helped him to toiow the resources of our
tongue •
The author whose domination over Ifowells* literary life
lasted longer than any other was the German Heine. To this
author he acknowledged a debt for his liberation from the idea
that the expression of literature must be different from the
expression of life, in which, up to this time, he had firmly
believed. From Heine, Howells learned that
"the life of literature was from the springs of
the best common speech, and that the nearer it
could be made to conform, in voice, look, and
gait, to graceful, easy, picturesque and humorous
or impassioned talk, the better it was."
Along with this idea, he acquired certain tricks and mannerians
1
|of expression, the extensive ise of which earned for him a
I
rebuke from Lowell and an admonition to "sweat the Heine out of
lyour bones.
"
Ti) Howells, William Dean: My Literary Passions (1895), p. 84.
(2) Ibid, p. 129

Such a literary background had Howells gained in the early
years of his life* There was not a great deal in it to presage
a future exponent of realism and a devotee to the commonplace in
literature, for, with the exception of Heine, most of the
"literary passions” of Howells* youth were of a romantic nature,
and they reacted upon a spirit that was hi^ly sensitive and
introspe ctive.
During these formative years, the author in Howells was fa
from idle. Even before he could write, he composed verses in
type at the case* His scattered school days saw him spending
time writing plays for his school fellows to enacts although he
confessed that he did not remenber of any productions having
resulted from his efforts. His earliest attempts were at
versi f icati cn
,
often in the mood and metre of the Lady of the
Lake which was a prime favorite of his. Throughout his
apprenticeship he used first cne and then another of his literary
idols as a guide to his attempts. One by one they were discarde
but from each of them he retained some element which was woven
into his own method and style, Pope, Chaucer, and Heine
contributing probably more than any others to them. This
imitating was just one phase of Howells* devotion to the masters
for he confessed that he had never greatly liked an author
without wishing to write like him.
”I have now no reluctance to confess this and I
do not see idiy I should not say that it was a long
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time before I found it best to be as like myself
as I could, even Teiaen I did not think so well of
myself as of some others, I hope I shall always
be able and willing to learn somethir^ from the
masters of literature and still be myself
Po this constant, unceasing practice in the art of writing,
:3owells might ?/ell owe his reputation as a master of rhetoric
—
in attribute which was almost universally acknowledged as his duo.
During his years of journalistic service. Ho?; ells submitted!,
several poems and articles to various periodicals, among them
the Atlantic Monthly , In addition to any literary reputation
they earned for him, the latter won the friendship of the
sditor, Lowell, whose interest was expressed in kindly words of
advice and c cmraendation to the youthful contributor and in more
overt acts of hospitality and good fellowship to the alien u^o
Later found his way to Boston. The result of a friendship with
i
another 3^0 ung journalist was the joint publication of a volume
3f verse. The Poems of Two Friends
.
which became, as Howells
said, "instantly and lastingly unknown to fame." On the heelJ!
of this unsuccessful attempt came the publication of a campaign
biography of Lincoln. Its reward came in Howells appointment aj!
30 ,
( 1 ) Howells, William Dean: Literary Passions (1895) , p. 16.
( 2 ) Ibid, p. 45.
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consul to Venice, an unforeseen opportunity to broaden his
horizon and enlarge his vision.
In the four year sojourn in Venice, there was little to
infringe upon the tranquilities of the scholar. Howells read
Dante, with the help of an Italian ptiest, acquired a knowledge
of Italian, and planned reading and writing in Italian history
and literature. Besides the joy iidii ch the music of Dante’s
poetry gave him, he appreciated the poet because he felt that no
matter what else the poet taught, lie also expressed the life of
his time—its beauty, squalor, splendor and ugliness. To him
the Divine Comedy stood for the patriotism of medieval Italy and
for a profound and lofty sense of beauty. The immediate result
of the study was a long poem, dealing with a story of the Civil
War and modelled on the Comedy
.
but its style was so remote that
no publisher would accept it.
Other literary ventures met with a similar fate, for the
period was a singularly unprodictive one. One -paper on recent
Italian drama was accepted by the North Ameri can Revi ew
.
an d a
series of letters, later incorporated into Italian Journey
s
and
Venetian Lt fe were printed in a Boston paper. For his writing,
Rowells began a study of Italian life and manners, from the
actual life of the people around him, and from their literature.
In this pursuit he discovered the paucity of novels treating of
the contemporary Italian life, for, in order to learn of the
life from the literature he was forced to turn to drama. Of all
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jthe dramatists, he most admired Gtoldoni
,
whom he held to be one
bf the first of the realists. The realism of the dramatist did
;iaot impress itself upon Howells at first, but he did appreciate
i'
ijthe truth of G-oldoni’s observations, and for that reason he was
j^ttracted to him. His observance of the proprieties was another
tleraent which found favor in Howells* eyes. Indeed, the whole
I
jsxperience of Italian literature he believed to be altogether
i
Wholesome after his excesses of Heine.
The influence of his life in Venice was credited by
[Sowells with changii^ the whole course of hi s literary life.
I
j
"My literary life, almost without my willing it,
I
had taken the course of critical observance of
1|
i
books and men in their actuality."
jj
j*Phe transfer of the young journalist from an American newspaper
II
jjjffice to the most romantic city of a dream land was an odd way.
Indeed, to change him frcm an idealist to a realist. But the
reason might well lie outside the individual.
"There may be seme pertinence in the remaik that
truth in its most romantic aspect, in other words,
I
truth in Italy, might furnish a young romanticist
I
^
with the most available thoroughfare from dream
I
j
to verity. Another fact in the e 3g)lanation is more
I'
j
tangible. The intending contributor found the
tanpest -tossed America of his day receptive of his
observation, but deaf to his verse; though
|
I
I
I
rrr Howells, William Dean: My Literary Passions (1895), p. 154 !'
r %
doubtless the appeal to self-interest would have
been fruitless, had not the mounting observer in
Mr. Howells already set himself against the v/aning
poet,”
1
[ndeed Howells* ideas were none too well formulated when he at i
Last returned to his native land.
The Venetian interlude had broken well into Howells*
journalistic career and it w’as necessary that he carve for him-
|
i
3elf a new foot-hold in that field. At different times he was
I
connected with the New York Times , the New York Tribune , and
|
the Nation , but his real opportunity came when he was offered th^
I
i
assistant editorship of the Atlantic Monthly in Boston. A brief'
trip which he had taken through New Epgland before his Venetian
|
I
experience had created in him a deep reverence and admiration
for Boston culture as exemplified in the Brahmins, and the years
i)f his connection with the periodical were made all the more
lappy by the friendships he formed with members of the group.
In Howells* later years, his literary passions were for
contemporary writers; to an extent he regretted the hours he had
ispent on the English classics for he felt that the time ^e nt on
Did literature was wasted unless it were with the great masters,
.though he agreed that much could be learned from the minor
luthors, he maintained that it could be obtained to a greater
glrklns, A. W. r WllTTani Dean Hpwells , a Study . p, 14.
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aeasiire and in a better quality from the major writers. There-
fore his advice was:
"Read the old masters and let their schools go,
rather than neglect any possible master of your
own time.”
Abovd all he refused to countenance That might be termed "duty
reading”—that is, reading done because one feels that he should
Literature when treated in this way could become a burden with n
^ood resulting from it.
"It is well to read for the sake cf knowing a
certain ground if you are to make use of your
knowledge in a certain way, but it would be a
mistake to suppose that this is a love of
literature."
Durirg his years at Cambridge, Howells* most notable
literary experience was his ^owledge of the novels of
Tourguenief
.
"I can not describe the satisfaction his work gave
me; (he said) I can only impart some sense of it
perhaps by saying that it was like a happiness I
had been waiting for all my life, and now that it
had come, I was richly content forever."
(1) tiowells , William Dean: My Literary Passions (1895), n. 168.
(2) Ibid, p. 168.
(3) Ibid, p. 171.
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[Even after he knew Tolstoy, he was of the opinion that, in its
way, Tourguenief *s method went as far as art could go. The
enthusiasm for Tourguenief was carried over to his countrymen,
Howells was impressed hy the conscientiousness with #iich they
handled their themes and by their detailing of all aspects of
human nature with equal faithfulness and earnestness,
"The sane aesthetics of the first Russian author
I read, however, have seemed more and more an
essential part of the sane ethics of all the
Russians I have read* It was not only that
Tourguenief had painted it ccnscien tiously
Life showed itself to me in different colors
after I had once read Tourguenief; it became
more serious, more awful, and with m3rstical
responsibilities I had not known before.
At the same time nature revealed herself to
me through him with an intimacy she had not
hitherto shown me."
Howells credited the Russian authors with uttering human nature
more freely and truthfully and with lei^s inhibitions of false
pride and shame in its nakedness than those of any other* race.
In contrast to this praise was his verj'' reserved attitude
toward the French realists; he did not care for the nsanner and
spirit with which the French novelist handled his theme. This
(l) Howells, William Dean: MS Literary Passions (1895) , pp, 170
^ _ - 171. ^^ ^
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attitude was the more remarkable, because he, himself, aimed at
a kind of experimental novel and in all matters of literary
handlii^ he was more French than English, Spanish or Russian* To
Zola, he gave high praise, ranking him, as a novelist of the
time, second only to Tolstoy, allowing that he was more moral
than any other novelist, but at the same time asserting that his
realism was highly tinged with romanti cian . !
During the years when Howells was devoting himself i
entirely to writing, he had, as he said, but "little relish for I
reading", ' Just about the time of hi s acceptance of a positioji
i
I
on Harpers * Monthly and his consequent removal to New York,
however, he experienced the "noblest" of all his literary
enthusiasms Tolstoy. Since Tolstoy’s influence came so late
in Howells* life, the aesthetic effect was necessarily limited,
but the ethic effect was strong. Still its late arrival made it
merely a confirmatory instead of a formative influence. Of this
ethic influence Howells said,
"As much as one merely human beirg can help
another, I believe that he has helped me ; he
has not influenced me in aesthetics alone, but
in ethics too, so that I can never again see
life in the way I sew it before I knew him,
Tolstoy awakens in his reader the will to be a
(l) Howells, William Dean: Literary Passions (1895)
,
p, 177.
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man; not effectively, not spectacularly, but
simply, really. He leads you back to the only
true ideal, away from that false standard of
the gentleman, to the Man sought not to be
distinguished from other men, but identified
with them, to that Presence in which the finest
gentleman shows his alloy of vanity
,
and the
greatest genius shrinks to the measure of his
miserable egotism, I learned from Tolstoy to
try character and motive by no other test, and
though I am perpetually fals® to that sublime
ideal myself, still the ideal remains with me,
to meike me ashamed that I am not true to it,
Tolstoy gave me heart to hope that the world
may yet be made over in the image of Him who
died for it, when all Caesar^s things shall be
finally rendered unto Caesar, and men shall
come into their own, into the right to labor
and the right to enjoy the fruits of their
labor, each nne master of himself and servant
to every other. He taught me t o see life not
as a chase of a forever impossible personal
happiness, but as a field for endeavor toward
the happiness of the whole human family; and I
can never lose this vision, however I close my
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eyes, and strive to see my own interest as the
highest good. He gave me new criterions, new
principles, which, after all, were those that are
taught us in our earliest childhood before we
have come to the evil wisdom of the world. As I
read his different books, What to Do
,
My Concession
.
and ^ Religion . I recognized their truth with a
rapture such as I have known in no other readier,
and I rerdered them allegiance, heart and soul,
with whatever sickness of the one and despair of
the other. They have it yet, and I believe they
will have it while I live,"
From an aesthetic point of view, Howells regarded Tolstoy* !!
works as transcending in truth, which he held the highest beauty
j
all other works of fiction which had been written—a result he
believed of their obedience to the law of the author’s own life
bM ch was essentially one of truth. He was astonished at the
simplicity of the Russian’s manner, his transparency of style
and his ability to breathe life into characters, both in their
potions and in the interpretation of their emotions and
cogitations. Although there were plenty of authors tIio could
tell what their characters felt and thou^t, Tolstoy, in Howells'
I
opinion, was the only one who could make clear both what was thuii
^nd so and why it was that way and not otherwise,
j
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Since bs was long past the when he could wish to form
himself upon another writer, Howells knew that he could never
profit artistically from Tolstoy; nevertheless, the work of the
Russian delighted him with its revelations of the possibilities
of literary art, while its late arrival only added zest to its
enjoyment. Although he felt tl^at Tolstoy sometimes fell short
of his art in his use of allegories for didactic purposes, this
flaw only increased the quality of his worth.
In recapitulating the literary background of Howells, frcm|
the time of his trio of boyhood idols to the last and greatest
model of them all, it nBy be seen that his deference to literary
masters was only gradually out-grown , However, the acquisition
of a guiding principle acted in his selecticaa of masters and
dictated the terms of his allegiance to them the principle of
realism Tihich the influence of Heine awakened in him and which
occupied a place of increasing prominence in his philosophy of
criticism as he came to apply, more and more frequently, the
test of fidelity to the commonplace in his judgment of literaturj^.
This progress toward an ideal which should fuse the aesthetic
passion with the ethical was maiked by his deliverance from the
hands of Pope to those of Heine, frcm literary formalism and
pseudo-roraantici sra to the poetry, humor, and sadness of this
world of ours,
”His infatuation with Pope and Thackeray was a
time of subservience to literosity so complete
as to presage revolt, but thereafter it was no
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less inevitable that Heine should be himself
supplanted. This happened when the yeung
Hcwells acquired a more personal seizure of
the poetry and the matter-of-fact in things, and
a subtler mastery of the art of disillusion.
For Heine represented with him less an immediate
liberation than an ideal of artistic freedom, an
ideal that he realized for himself later and in
which he was more and more confirmed by contact
with the Continental realists until in Tolstoi
he came at cnce upon an artist of seemirg
finality and a philosophic mind large enough to
accomodate and give abiding-place to all his
ideas."
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(1) Cooke, Delioar Gross: William Dean Howells: A Critical Study,
p. 37.
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Chapter III
The Realism of Howells
a. Theories
Howells united in himself the offices of critic and !l
creator to an unusual degree. Few novelists reveal the ideals
|!
,
1
and methods which govern their art and still fewer critics writejj
i|
novels to illustrate their theories. Because Howells affected ||
,
I
to despise his critical office, many commentators have really '
done so and in so doing have fallen quite generally into the
extreme of considering him a man without a message, a portrayer
of tea-parties, a reporter of feminine gossip, a delicate and a
superficial srtist. If only in the light which it throws upon
his work, Howells* philosophy of literature demands study, but
it also servws as a guide in determining his status in his schoo
and as a key to his influence upon the younger generation of
writers.
In Howells* case literature and life had al^ys gone hand
in hand, so that if, in his later years, the emphasis was
transferred from the first to the second, it was merely a transfer
of leadership. His principle was truth: "Realism is nothing morf
and nothing less than the truthful treatment of naterial;"
he believed in the transfer of life to the printed page with as
(1) l^wells, William Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 73.
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i.ittle alteration as was possible* To him the essential fact
ibout modern art was the conscious fusion of its ideals with the
ideals of life—in other words, arts should be a reflection of
:.ife; the truth should prevail*
Such a conception of the function of literature was not a
new one with Howells nor a new pronouncement in his day. The
positivistic and scientific attacks upon romanticism had
lastened its genesis, while the influence of Zolaism had modifie
its expressicn and methods. Moreover, in such authors as Burke,
Symonds, Carlyle and Valdes, Howells found inspiration and
j
[support for his theories. The winds of doctrine, however, left
iim unmoved; his basic principles were not the property of any
:nan or school but those which saturated the atmosphere of the
idiole literary world.
Howells would have novelists be faithful and natural with-
out troubling thonselves about standards or ideals, for "there
Is no greatness, no beauty, ishich does not come frcm truth to
your own knowledge of tilings," He would have the new author
or new artist form himself upon life instead of i^ion the old
:iiasters, and test his work by taking it "into the public square
ind (seeing) if it is true to the chance passer." ^ ‘ To him
fiction, which was a true picture of life--that is, human nature
--was a masterpiece of literature; although aspects might be
TTT Howells, H^illiam Dean: Cri ti ci sm and Fic tl on (1891) , p, 145.
(2) Ibid, p. 10.
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Ignored; as long as the book was true to what men and women knew
3f each other’s souls, it was true enough, and bound to be great
ind beautiful. This fidelity to realities was the red blood
dfeich gave the book life.
" let ficticn cease to lie about life;
(wrote Howells) let it portray men and women as
they are, actuated by the motives and the
passions in the measure we all know; let it
leave off painting dolls and working them by
springs and wires; let it show the different
interests in their true proportions; let it
forbear to preach pride and revenge, folly and
insanity, egotism and prejudice, but frankly
own these for what they are, in whatever figures
and ocoasi®ns they appear; let it not put on
fine literary airs; let it speak the dialect,
the language that most Americans know the
language of unaffected people every^ere and
there can be no doubt of an unlimited future,
not only of delightfulness but of usefulness,
for it
It was such statements as these which aroused the
romanticists in defence of their creeds, but, although it
represented a firm stand for realism, Howells was not so dogma ti
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(1 ) Howells, V/illiam Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 104.
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as to hold all ficticxi to so strict an account. He recognized a
demand in certain primitive natures for literature whose sole
[>\irpose was to amuse and to separate the reader from life ins tea'
of bringing it to him; nor was he inclined to despise it in the
performance of this office. Still he believed that fiction had
nissed its high calling when it failed as a piece of realism.
Nature, Howells said, was the best teacher.
"Now we are beginning to see and to say that no
author i s an authority except in those moments
when he held his ear close to Nature *s lips and
caught her very accents. These lUDments are not
continuous with any authors in the past, and they
are rare with all."
The author who tried to modify Nature had not caught its real
beauty; for an author to select from Nature not what he thought
was beautiful but what he felt would appeal to others ordinarily
resulted in a cold and stilted work. Nature served not only as
a teacher but as a standard of art which was in every man’s
jpower, for sometimes the observation of even the meanest things
in Nature could give a truer insight than the greatest sagacity
and industry.
Howells believed that the power of literature and the
jother arts to ennoble the race lay in the spirit of beauty to
which the human heart is always responsive. Beauty was received
1
i
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(ij Mowells, William Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 14
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from the true meanirgs of things. To Howells what was
junpretentious and true was beautiful and good, and nothing else
was so. Often he found beautiful meanings in things generally
|,
'regarded as ignoble.
w All is equally grand, all is equally just,
I
all is equally beautiful, because all is equally
divine.” "Things that appear ugliest in
I
reality to the spectator who is not an artist,
are transformed into beauty and poetry ^en the
i
spirit of the artist possesses itself of them.
We all take part every day in a thousand domestic
scenes, every day we see a liiousand pictures in
life, that do not make any impression upon us, or
if they nake any it is cue of repugnance; but let
the novelist come, and without betraying the truth,
but painting them as they appear to his vision, he
produces a most interesting work, whose perusal
delights us. That which in life left us indifferent,
or repelled us, in art delights us. Why? Simply
because the artist has made us see the idea that
resides in it. Let not laie novelists, then,
endeavor to add anything to reality, to turn it
and twist it, to restrict it. Since nature has
endowed them with this precious gift of discovering
I
i
(1) Prologo to La Hermana San Sulpici
o
(1889), as translated in
Cri ti cism and Fictio n (1891), p. 61.
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ideas in things, their work will be beautiful if
they paint these as they appear. But if the reality
does not impress them, in vain will they strive to
make their work impress others,"
Beauty as an artistic criterion was thus disestablished, but the
ict only served to extend its domain to include more and more
beauty. Only the coiter and the bounds of beauty had been
jBxtended to take in common beauty in which solidarity prevailed,
!
a type of beauty usdiich Howells believed to be distinctively
jjAmerican, It was for this essentially d®iocratic revaluation of
|the artistic methods and experiences that Howells stood in
American life and letters. The blow which romanticism thus
received came, not because its exploitation of noble character
and heroic conduct was particularly displeasing to Howells, but
because he disliked its tendency to suppress or sentimentalize
much of the real nobility and heroism in the world, which, in
the final analysis, came closer to the faith and feelings of the
majority of people.
Closely allied to his theory of beauty in the commonplace
“was Howells* doctrine of the equality of experience, and in his
application of it to American sociely he fulfilled a rare
artistic mission. With Valdes he believed in the essential
equality in nature that in it there was nothing great and
nothii^ small. Supported by Eraers©n who also "embraced the
(1) ^*rologo to La Hermana San Sulpicio (1889)
,
as translated in
Cri ti cism and Fie tion (j^891) , p , 71.
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sornmon” and "sat at tbe feet of the familiar and the low",
Sowells became possessed wi1ii the conviction that the conmonplac
i?as not necessarily trivial,
"In life he (the realist) finds nothing
insignificant; all tells for destiny and
character; nothing that God has made is
CO nt QQptible, He cannot look i:?)on human life
47
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and declare this thii^ or that thing unworthy
' of notice, anymore than the scientist can declare
^ a fact of the material world beneath the dignity
j
of his inquiry. He feels in every nerve the
I
i
equality of thirgs and the unity of men; his
soul is exalted, not by vain shows and shadows
and ideals, but by realities, in which alone the
truth lives,"
Howells believed that men were more like than unlike one another
and that literature could help them know one another better by
strengthening the bond of fraternity between them. It was his
desire to help people to appreciate the poetiy and romance of
their everyday world; his cry was always :"Ahl poor real Life
which I love, can I make others share the delight I find in thy
foolish and insipid face?"
Since it was his theory that ficticn should serve a higher
purpose than merely to please, Howells necessarily felt that it
flj Hor/ells , William Dean: Criti cism and Fic ti on (1891) , p, 16.
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also carried with it a certain moral obligation of truth. At the
same time he retained his deep devotion to beauty, for to him
•Beauty is truth, truth beauty." Although he believed that
"the object of a novel ^ould be to charm through
a faithful representation of human actions and
I
I
human passions, and to create by this fidelity to
nature a beautiful work,"^^^
to did not believe that the "beautif\il" could be the sole effect
of any art as long as men were men and women were women. For hi;it
the finest effect of the "beautiful" should be ethical and not
merely aesthetic.
"Morality penetrates all things, it i s the soul
of all things. Beauty may clothe it on, whether
it is false morality and an evil soul, or whether
it is true and a good soul. In the one case the
beauty will corrupt, and in the other it will
edify, and in either case it will infallibly and
inevitably have an ethical effect, now light, now
( 2 )grave, according as the line is light or grave." '
His meaning was simply that any representation of life was
essentially a criticism of life and that an artist could not
invoke a worn-out abstraction, such as beauty, to allow him to
escape his moral obligation of truth.
(1) Howells, 7/illiam Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 83.
(2) Ibid, p. 83.
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The faithfulness of the writer in representir^ life was to
Howells a major factor in the moral tone of a novel; his
fidelity to truth was essential, for the novel which was to end
well should end faithfully. To Howells this lack of fidelity to
life, this removal of literature so far into the realm of the
ideal was unmoral ”a kind of metaphysical lie against
ri^teousness and conmon-sens e”, Reading novels of this sort
could be injurious to many readers because its falsehood,
wantonness and aimlessness reacted upon the brain almost like a
drug and left it weaker and crazier after the debauch. Even if
this were termed a negative result of the "fiction habit”, a
more positive one might be found in the effect which it could
have upon the forming or deforming of the characters of many
youthful readers, Howells gave certain tests by which the
nourishing could be chosen from what he was pleased to term the
"fungus growth” of literature. These were simple but he believe
them to be infallible:
"If a novel flatters the passions, and exalts
then above the principles, it is poisonous; it
may not kill, but it will certainly injure; and
this test will alone exclude an emtire class of
ficticn, of which eminent exanples will occur to
all. Then the whole spawn of so-called unmoral
romances, which imagine a world where the sins of
sense are unvisited by the penalties following,
swift or slow, but inexorably sure, in the real world.
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are deadly poison; these do kill. The novels that
merely tickle our prejudices and lull our
judgment, or that coddle our sensibilities or
pamper our gross appetite for the marvelous are
not so fhtal, but they are innutritious
,
and clog
the soul with unwholesome vapours of all kinds.
No doubt they too help to weaken the moral fibre,
and make their readers indifferent to*plodding
perseverance and plain industry*, and to **matter-
of-fact poverty and commonplace distress*."
Howells blamed the romantic hero and heroine, with their
exaggerated and unbalanced attitudes toward the real vahies of
life for a great deal of harm. Even some of the more famous
writers of the past were not free frcm the charge of having
"sinned against truth" in sane respect, but Howells adnonished
younger writers to look to the verity of their work, for an
enlightened civilization wduM danand truth because it
necessarily included the highest morality and the greatest
artistiy. The first question would be: "Is it true—true to the
motives, the impulses, the principles that shape the life of
( o\
actual men and women?" ' ' If this truth were present the book
could not be weak nor wicked.
Howells broadened his attack on the unmoral in literature
(l) Howells
,
William Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891) ,pp.95-9f
(2j Ibid, p. 99.
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;o include the immoral* With Valdes he objected to the practice,
then prevalent among various authors whose sincerity has won
:3cJ«^ells» praise, of portray iig "under a glemour of something
spiritual and beautiful and sublime the vices in which we are
illied to the beasts," This objection was directed not only
toward modern books but toward the classics as well; of the
latter, Howells advocated euqpurgated editions* He looked forwarl
to the time when man would be so civilized that all that
pertained to bestiality would be dropped from all literature*
|Our "Anglo-Saxon prudishness" was defended frcmi both ethic and
aesthetic points of view. Writers who expected to picture life
faithfully could not deal, to a great extent, with the bfiser
experiences of life, Howells explained, because they were the
exceptional rather than the usual in life, and to "lug" them in
would be an evidence of poor art* Inasmuch as novels were
addressed to a mixed group, the introduction of these experiencei^
would also be an offense against good taste, since the majority
of the group were ladies or yonang girls before whom they should
never be mentioned* This last point won for Howells many sneers
and gibes at the expense of his "young girl complex", but he
disavowed any culpability on her part. It was his idea that
"the manners of the novel have been improved
with those of its readers they have not grown
(1) Howells, William Dean: Criticism and Ficti on (1891)
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decent without havLng also grown a little
squeamish, but they have grown comparatively
decent,”
Sincerity was much admired by Howells, and, together with
iunq\je sti onable proof of seriousness, was essential, as far as he
was concerned, ibr a writer vdio proposed to deal with themes
similar to that of Anna Karenina , A certain scientific decorum,
conparable to that of a physician or a priest was necessary.
Once the writer had assumed the responsibility a deeper and more
'elemental picture of life, he could no longer expect to be
received solely bn the ground of entertaining; he must be "bound
by l&ws as sacred as those of such professions", The
sincerity and earnestness of liie writer once apparent, Howells
was more ready to receive his work, although he still continued
a conservative at heart.
Governed by the theory of fidelity to life, Howells
conceived a new idea of plot-st rue ture and characterization in
the novel. Discarding the elaborately constructed plot and the
carefully drawn characters of the romanticists, he insisted that
the plot be more simple, really but little more than a chronicle
of incidents which were probable in the life of the ordinaiy
individual. In other words, Howells would have none of the
plot with its carefully worked out climaxes and its denouement.
(i) Howells, Willian Dean: Critician and Fiction (1891), pp, 154
155,
C2) Ibid, p, 155.
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The Iiero and heroine of superlative qualities he also passed by,
and made his characters simple and life-like as one mi^t find
them in ordinaiy existence. He defended his point as follows:
"There are many persons who suppose that the
highest proof an artist can give of his fantasy
is the invention of a complicated plot spiced
with perils, surprises, and suspenses; and that
anything else is the s ign of a poor and tepid
i imagination. And not d>nly people who seem
cultivated, but are not so, suppose this, but
there are sensible persons, and even sagacious
and intelligent critics, who sometimes allow
themselves to be hood -winked by 1iie dramatic
m3Tstery and Hie surprising and fantastic scenes
of a novel. They own it is all false; but they
admire the imagination, #iat they call the ’power*
of the author • Very well; all I have to say is
that the ’power’ to dazzle with strange incidents,
to entertain with complicated plots and impossible
claracters, now belongs to some hundreds of writers
in Europe; while there are not much above a dozen
who know how to interest with the ordinary events
of life, and with the portrayal of characters
truly human. If the farmer is a talent, it must
be owned that it is much commoner than the latter
—
(l) dwells, William Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 67.
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IIn order to make his plots and characters life-like, Howells
1
urged again a close observation and study of life.
Howells* message to the American novelist was specific. Hii
was to choose an aspect of the Ajnerican scene with iidiich he was
familiar and present that to his readers. He believed that theri!
was a certain distinction in this civilization of ours, a
distinction of common things it was true, but one, nevertheless,
which was perceptible to the eye that valued it and which was
worth recording. He believed in the use of the /jnerican speech
as the mode of expression instead of an insincere and faulty
imitation of the English.
"For our novelists to tiy to write Americanly,
from any motive, would be a dismal error, but
being born Americans, I would have the muse
’Americanisms* ^e never these serve their turn;
and when their characters speak, I should like
to hear them speak true ihogrican, with all the
varying Tennessean, Philadelphian, Bostonian,
and New York accents. If we bother ourselves
to write what the critics imagine to be ’English*,
we shall be priggish and artificial, and still
more so if we make our Americans talk ’English’
.
Once again Howells had applied his ideal of truth to his
theories of writing, for although truth has its universal side.
Cl) Howells, William Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), pp.l37-
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io be verified it must be observed, and observation belongs to a
(certain time and place. The truth in fiction, therefore, will
lend to become national and at last provincial.
Reduced to an almost daring simplicity, the substance of
Howells* theories may, according to Oscar Yl, Firkins, be
iiummarized thus: "A man, a fact, and honesty." As a critical,
iipostle of the commonplace, Howells inspired original minds to
:*resh beauty and a new exactitude of literature. They have not
devoted thanselves entirely to the ordinary events of life, nor
:remained always on the plane of the average man and woman, but
^hej,’- have learned a new regard for the verities which govern
:.ife.
[1) Firkins, Oscar W. : William Dean Howells : a Study , p .272.
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b* Practice
In spite of the fact that Howells was extremely versatile,
literature became for him, in time synon3rmous with fiction. In
this, his practice - he produced at least forty works of fiction
- was in keeping with his theories iriiich took but little heed of
any literary form except the nalrrative and recognized the novel
as the type of types. His books contain possibly the most
complete transcript of American life yet made by one man. In
them Howells strongly advanced and well Illustrated the two
leading ideas of his time - the confinement of literature to
experience and the turning of e:?)erience into literature.
Moreover he kept to his own time and was one of the few realists
who copied the age faithfully. "His novels change their
equipage with the decades which they copy.”
Howells did not write any novels until nearly forty years
of age, and it was mt until his third attempt, A For egone
ConolTis ion . that he decided to leave the actual and embrace the
imaginatively real. He profited by his delay, however, for it
d
I
I
brought him to the new fbrm with a more perfect style and a
cultivated faculty of observation necessary for success in ttat
particular field. He came to the writing of fiction with his
ideals and methods well fixed and made his progress by an
advance from the commonplace with its verities to the more
(1) firkins. Oscar W. i William Dean Howells , A Study ^ p. 65.
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unusual aspects of the normal, Howells* background and training
helped to make him capable of estimating modern life with a
I
certain amount of freedom from illusion. He therefore became a
I
I
clear and exacting interpreter of America, I
I
In reviewing the evidences of realism in Howells* numerous
jnovels, it is well to continually bear in mind his own defini-
I
jtion of the term: "Realism is.,,, the truthful presentation of
I
material,** and to observe the working of this principle in
the structure of his fiction.
It will be remembered in the review of Howells* theories
>
of realism, that cue of his points of departure from the
practices of the romanticists lay in his idea of the function of
the plot, which he conceived as a chronicle of **ordinary events
of life** instead of the highly elaborate system of surprises,
perils, and climaxes so dear to the writer of romantic fiction,
Howells* first two books. Their Wedding Journey and A Chance
Aohuaintance have such very slight plots that they are reaHy
little more than travel chronicles. The second of these, A
Chance Acquaintance contains more of the story d.ement than does
the first. It is a quiet stu(^ of ordinary life, devoid of the
sensational action and heroic figures that make the framework of
romantic fiction. The connecting link throughout the book is th|^
delicate thread of the love story of Mr, Arbuton and Kitty
Ellison, The impulse to the story is gained through an ordinary'
(1) Howells* William Dean: Cri ticism and Fiction (1891) , p, 73,
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and commcaiplace accident of travel when Kitty accidentally takes
the arm of Arbuton, a real Boston blue-blood. The incident,
embarrassing as it is to Kitty, naturally prepares the way to a
pleasant ship-board acquaintance. The proximity of travel, the
youth of the protagonists and the match-making of Mrs. Ellison
lead, of course, to the development of a romance between Kitty
and Arbuton, in spite of ttie fact that their backgrounds and
ideals are so different as to be practically irreconci liable
.
The events of the novel are closely related, each new develop-
ment is well motivated, and the outcome seems to be the only one
possible. The story from beginning to end appears to develop
from the natures of the characters; they do not develop from the
events of the tale.
With Howells* third novel, A Foregone Conclusion , he
abandoned the actual and embraced the imaginatively real. Still
he did not lose sight of his ideal, but in the construction of
his pldts, he attempted to keep the sequence of events orderly
and logical. The love of Don Ippolito is only the natural
reacticsi of his torn and doubting spirit to Florida’s well-
meant, if unwise, kindnesses. At the same time, Florida’s natuit^
presents a barrier to her understanding of her priestly lover;
as a ritualist in religion, a despiser of hypocrisy and a
believer in truth, she feels a horror at his declaration. The
development of each character and their relationship to each
other make it impossible that she should not hurt him, and just
as impossible that his sensitive soul shall not receive the blo^
las mortal.
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The Rise of Silas lapham is possibly the best known and
best beloved of Howells’ b®oks. The story is concerned with the
regeneraticn of Silas Lapham, which is brought about through the
events connected with the Laphams’ rise to wealth, the accompanyff
ing task of adjusting themselves to the social life in Boston,
and the subsequent loss of fortune. Silas, unlettered and
ancouth, is typical of the self-nBde American business man of th^i
day; his wife is a kindly, shrewd, but wholly uncultured soul;
the two girls, especially Irene, are quite ignorant of the usagelt
of the polite society with which they come in contact. Howells
allows them to blunder on; native good breeding does not come to
their rescue as i t sometimes does to the untutored characters in
romantic fiction. Although the wealth of the Lap hams does open
a certain door to the family, they are never wholly accepted,
and with the disappearance of their fortune, they are allowed to
return to their former obscurity on a Vermont farm.
The plot of the novel is quite true to life, for the times
involved, in the naturalness of its events. The accumulating of
ja fortune during the years immediately following the war was a
common occurrence, and the loss of that same fortune near the
end of the century was just as common. The naturalness with
which disasters are heaped upon the head of the hero shows
Howells* scorn of crises. Lap ham’s trust in Rogers, his one-
time partner, and his dabbling in the stock-market lead him, at
first, to unwise investments, and later to the practice of
"throwing good money after bad”, as the saying is, in an effort
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to retrieve his mistake. The firm belief which Silas Lapham has
in the future of his paint and in his own business ability tend
to blind him to the fact that ruin is the inevitable end if his
financial program is contimoed. However, with the end clearly
in sight, the entire family accepts it courageously, with a
feeling of relief that the tension is now over. Only in one
instance, the burning of the new house on Beacon Street, upon
hich the builder’s risk had just expired, is there the slight-
est hint of forced disaster. At all other points the
misfortunes accumulate with the delay and indirection of real
life, and the record steadily grows in the dignity and sincerity
idiich according to Howells is founded only on absolute fact.
In his practice, Howells seme times produced novels which
belie his theories. The elements of surprise, chance and
j
suspense play such important parts in several novels as to label
them "raiantic". These elements, however, do exist in life. A ;
typical instance of the incorporation of a romantic incident in !
an otherwise realistic novel is in A Chanc e Acg.uaintanpe , when
Arbuton rescues Kitty from the attack of an angered dog. The
rescue itself and the attitude of Arbuton afterwards smack de-
cidedly of the good ranantic practice. In Lady o^ the Aroostook
the element of heroism plays a part. Even though Howells,
elsewhere in his novels and in his criticism, went to great painii
to demonstrate the futility of trying to redeem a hero by making
h£m take part in a rescue or other heroic e:q)loit, he allows
Standiford to attempt a redemption of his former snobbishness ini
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the rescue of Hicks, This exploit is accomplished with the
verve and drama of romantic fiction as Howells evidently realized,
I
I
for he makes Standiford say in reply to Dunham^s c ongratula tionsi
:
1
"’Yes’, ’but the difficulty about a thing of
this sort is that you don*t know whether you
haven’t been an ass. It has been pawed over so
much by the romancers that you don’t feel like a
j
hero in real life, but a hero of fiction ift^(l)
|
Throughout The Undi scovered Count ry , chance, ’’the age-lorg^
friend of novelists”, plays a part in the developiig of the
|
story. The trip fron Boston to their refuge among relatives is
;
beset, for Dr, Boynton and Eger i a, with all sorts of mishaps, i
most of which sean the result of an evil chance — they take the
I
wrong train, they lose their money, and they are at last ^
detained in a sordid inn by ignominious syspicions. At last,
|
chance leads them to find refuge in a Shaker colony, to which iti
later directs young Ford, Egeria’s lover, in time to sustain her
during the sorrows of her father’s illness and death,
Howells* exception ijo the conventicnal happy ending of the
romantic novel is closely connected with his plot development.
He believed that the ending of the novel should be in keeping
with the logical and faithful development of the characters and
events chronicled therein; moreover, since the book is only an
excerpt from the lives of the persons of the tale, it need not,
necessarily, end with weddii^ bells, a happy bride and groom and
(l) Howells
,
William Dean: The Lady of the Aroostook (1879) ,^J.19 :!,
I
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a forecast of bliss forever after. The oirtcorae of A Chance
Acquaintance illustrates Howells* reaction to the hanny ending,
for the budding reman ce of Kitty and Arbuton is broken, and the
two go their separate Y»ys, Throughout the developipent of the
Love story the reader is kept alert to the unsuitability of the
match, shown over and over again in Arbuton’s condescension to
Kitty, and he realizes that a change must take place in one of
1
the pair before their happiness together may be assured. Ifed
Howells been a romanticist, this change might well have taken
place, and Arbuton might have lost some of his stilted manner-
isms, as he does at times bid fair to do, especially in the
j
matter of vying with the passengers in an attempt to hit the I
cliff of Cape Eternity with pebbles. True to his ideals of art,
however, Howells does not allow this improbable change of
character. The conclusicn of the novel is quite logical, for al
the prior developments point to no other outcome. The climax
comes in a quiet and perfect manner when Arbuton fails to
introduce his betrothed to seme fashionable acquaintances, and !
thus clearly indicates that his character retains its inbred
provincial snobbishness. At the same time, Kitty’s native good
sense comes to her assi stance and the unnatural alliance is
broken. The book is not brought to a close; it stops because
the particular episode which it records is ended. It transcribe!
a cross-section of life, but obviously only a short one; the
destinies of the characters are not settled at the end and the
reader feels that the episode is only one phase in the develop-
1
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1
laent of the cjharacters of the novel.
In later books, Howells shows more leniency toward the
matter of the happy ending. That of The Lady of the Aroostook i!
mite conventional, with "Oie weddii^ in the last chapter and
3aptain Jenness to give the couple his blessing and egressions
3f good-will. Still it must be admitted that Standiford is not
so impossible a match as Arbuton is, A Foregcne Conclusion and
Dhe Undisc evered Country are other examples of Howells’ use of
the happy ending.
The fact that romantic novels were usually prim8.rily
concerned with the depiction of the passion of romantic love was
i
displeasing to Howells. His belief in the equality of all
i
B^qjeriences in nature led to his practice of subordinating the
j
love element in many of his novels, or in picturing sane side of
it other than that of courtship with its ending in the wedding
scene and prospects of unending bliss. In keeping with his
theories, he sometimes, as in A Chance Acquaintance, abandoned
the conventional happy ending. Again he made the love element
subordinate to the main theme of the story. In The Rise of Silai
Lapham. for instance, the love story of Penelope and Tom Corey
is of minor importance to the story of Silas Lapham *s regenera-
tion, while in A Hazard of New Fortunes, romantic love plays
such a sli^t role as to be almost forgotten in the more
important elements of the plot. The treataent of married love
found a place among the Howells novels in A Modem Instance,
Although the first of the book deals with the courtship of
i
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Bartley and Marcia, most of the story centers about their
married life, drawing its incidents from the efforts made by
each to adjust himself to the new situation. Howells went even
further in his reacti on agai nst romantic practices by causing
the marriage to turn out unhappily. From the first he clearly
shows the unsuitability of the union of Marcia and Bartley,
gradually developing this thesis until their incompatibility
results in separation and divorce. Nothing could be more true I
to life, nor further from r craanti c conventions.
In other instances, Howells shoves the refinement of youth-
ful passion in the tj'pical marriage, for he had a theory that it
was more true to life for the love of youth to ”pale,in the
most fortunate cases, into a beautiful friendship a more
enduring prize than 1he ill-defined state vaguely descri|?ed as
happiness,*^ In Basil and Isabel March he shows how rcmantic
passion has changed to a deeper and more perfect understanding
and to a satisfying ccmpanionship. The fact that March talks
all of hi s business matters over with Isabel and that she brings
all her domestic troubles to him shows how their lives have
beccnie entwined and a mutual dependoice built up. Their comrade
liness in the house-hunting expedition in New York, and their
comfortable companionship shows that, although passion may have
[burned itself out, a fine fellowship has been left.
The careers of the Laphams also show how mutual respect
(l) Mr, feowells on Love and Literature in Lamp (1904) ,28:88
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and actaliration have becoine the basis of true married Lappiness,
"Lapham was proud of his wife, and when he
married her it had been a rise in life for him.
For a while he stood in awe of his good fortune,
but this could not last, and he simply remained
supremely satisfied with it. The girl who taught
school wi th a clear head and a strong hand was not
afraid of work; she encouraged and helped him from
the first, and bore her full share of the common
burden. She had health, and she did not worrj' his
life out with peevish ccmplaints and vagaries; she
had sense and principle, and in their simple lot
she did udiat was wise and right. Their marriage
was hallowed by an early sorrow: they lost their
boy, and it was years before they could look each
other in the face and speak of him. No one gave
up more than they ^en they gave up each other and
Lapham went to the war, TThen he came back and
began to work, her zeal and courage formed the
spring of his enterprise. In that affair of the
partnership she had tried to be his conscience,
but perhaps she would have defended him if he had
accused himself;
"His course did not shake Mrs. Lapham* s faith
in him. It astonished her at first
,
and it always
grieved her But she found excuses for him
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which at times she made reproaches
»^With these two there was never anything like
an explicit reconciliation. They simply ignored
a quarrel "
Of course Howells did not banish romantic love from his
novels entirely; in The Lady of the Aroosto ok
.
the romance
between Lydia and Stan diford is quite conventional in its i
development, as is that of Egeria and Ford in ^ Undi scovered
Country . One critic has canmented on Howells’ handling of the i
love theme as follows:
”I do not believe it has been noted that
if one were to construct a Howells’ doctrine of
I
love, it would destroy precept upon precept the
[
traditional creed of fiction, which is essentially
j
romantic.” I
The characters which Howells felt best fitted into his
ttieory of realism in fiction were those which v/ere simple and
life-like - ”truly human” characters. A number of the person-
i
ages of hi s novels were inspired by people whom the writer knew
in real life. For instance, in Don Ippolito, the priest in A
Foregone Conclusi on
.
one may see reflections of the priest who
i
taught Dante to Howells when he was in Venice, while in the
young consul, Ferris, one may catch glimpses of the Hcwells of
|
I
I
I
I
i
(1) riowelis , William Dean: The Rise of Silas Lapham (1912) ,
pp. 66-68,
(2) Cook, Delraar Groos : yiliaa Dean Howells . A Critical Study .
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1
ttie four years* consulate, even to a reirBrkably similar choice o:
:
1
vocations.
Many of the characters are more iypical than individual
Bind picture types with which Howells was no doubt quite familiar
If Howells reveals himself at all in any character it is in that
of Basil Mar(di
,
whD becomes accessory to his revelation of the
average American life. In the persons of the Marches, Basil and
Isabel, who appear first in Their Wedding Journey and later in
Their Silver Wedding Journey and A Hazard of New Fortunes, the
r
reader may suppose that Howells presents his idea of the typical
married life of the averse American couple. At their first
appearance on their wedding trip, they are yotoig and full of
dreams, hopes and plans for the future. Realistically these
dreams and hopes are not all realized as later acquaintance with
them shows. Although life does not use them ill, yet neither do
th^ enjoy too much prosperity. As the parents of two children,
they are forced, because of the modesty of Basil’s salary, to
turn to certain petty economies. For Isabel, marriage has not
realized "the poetic dream of a perfect union that a girl
imagines it It was a state of trial, of probation; it was
an ordeal, not an ecstasy." (1) Yet in spite of the ups and downi
they are contented and not unhappy. They are the typical
Americans of cultivation, without wealth, healthily interested
in life, not too enthusiastic and willing to let trifles drift,
1
i
( 1 ) Howells, William Dean : Their Wedding Journey (1899), p, 317,1
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”His (Basil March) world, like most worlds had '
j
been superficially a disappointment. He was no
i
richer than at the beginning, though in marrying i
he had given up seme tastes, some preferences, '
some aspirations, in the hope of indulging them ^
later, with larger means and larger leisure. His
wife had not urged him to do it; in fact, her
^
pride, as she said, was in his fitness for the
life he had renounced; but she had acquiesced,
|
and they had been happy together. That is to say,
they made up their quarrels or ignored them.
"They often accused each other of being
selfish and indifferent, but she knew that he I
' i
i
would always sacrifice himself for her and the
j
children; and he, on his part, with many gibes
|
and mockeries, wholly trusted in her. They had
grown practically tolerant of each other’s
disagreeable traits; and the danger that really
threatened them was that they should grow too well
satisfied with themselves, if not with each other.
They were not sentimental, they were rather matter
of fact in their motives; but they had both a
humorous fondness for sentimentality
"Mrs. March was reputed to be very cultivated
and Mr. March even more so, among the simpler folk
around them. Their house had some good pictures.
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which her aunt had brought home frcni Europe in
more affluent days, and it abounded in books on
which he spent more than he ou^t. They had
beautified it in every way, and had unconsciously
|
i
j
taken credit to themselves fbr it They
j
1
1
went out very little; she remained shut lap in its I
refinement ^ and he went to his business, and
hurried back to forget it, and dream his dream of
intellectual achievonent in the flattering
atmosphere of her sympathy*" '
Howells* best known character, Silas Lapham, is the typical
1
self-made business man so prevalent in the period presented in
the novel* For a generation, boastful, honest, good-hearted,
faithful to his wife, he ranained the type of American business
aian to be found in American fiction* His nature is clearly seen
in the interview with Bartley Hubbard, vdien his boastfulness is
so pronounced as to be almost repugnant* His fundamental honest
is evidenced by the reparaticaa inhich he undertakes in the matter
of his old partner, Regers, and in his refusal to misrepresent
his business affairs, when, by so doing, he could have saved his
own fortune at the expense of those who trusted him.
"He drew a long breath and then he explained to
her about the West Virginia people, and how he
had got an extension of the first time they had
!
Tl) Howells, William Dean: A Hazard of New Fortunes, V.l (1890),
Tvn. .
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given him, and had got a man to go up to Lap]^am
with him and look at the works, - a man that had
turned up in New York, and v/anted to put money in
the business. His money would have enabled
Lapham to close with the West Virginians. ’The
devil was in it, ri^t strai^t along,* said
Lapham. *A11 I had to do was to keep quiet about
that other company. It was Rogers and his property
right over again. He liked the look of things, and
he wanted to go into the business, and he had the
money - plenty; it would have saved me with those
West Virginia folks. But I had to tell him how I
stood, I had to tell him all about it, and what I
wanted to do. He began to back water in a minute,
and the next morning I saw that it was up with
him, He*s gone back to New York. I’ve lost my
last chance. Now all I’ve got to do is to save
the pieces, (D
His helping of Zerilla Millon and her mother for years and
saying nothing about it is an evidence of his kindness of heart.
All of this is very like life.
In sharp contrast to the upright, if roxjghly hewn charactep^
of Silas Lapham is that of the smart young newspaper man,
Bartley Hubbard, who is just as faithful to men of his type as
(l) Howells, William Dean: The Ris e of Si las Lapham (1912)
,
pp , 493-494,

Silas is to those of hi s stamp. Possessing a certain amount of
Eonbition, guided by a narrow set of ideals, and coated upon
occasion, with a veneer of culture, education and pleasing
Planners, Bartley still has underneath a lax code of business
ethics, a selfishness, and an indolence which wor k gradually to
his undoing.
"Nothing could better hold up the glass to
humanity than this characterization in which we
see vanity and ambition, manliness and childish-
ness, fidelity and infidelity so closely blended;
nothing could better counterfeit the disabilities
to which the male is heir."
His treatment of his friend, Kinney, illustrates his
selfishness and indicates the low tone which finally pervades
his business ethics. Bartley* s incorporation of the colorful
Bvents of Kinn^’s life into an article which he persuades
Ricker to print in the Chronicle Abstract is an abuse of the
confidence of the older man. His answer to the horrified
Mercians plea for a justification of his acticxi shows the
callousness of his nature.
"Tell you that in sane way I had Kinney *s
authority to use his facts? Y/ell
,
I should have
done that yesterday if you had let me. In the
first place, Kinney *s the most helpless ass in
the world. He could never have used his own
(l) Blight. Crrant C.t American Lit erature end Culture
, p. 375
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facts* In the second place, there was hardly
anything in his rigmarole the other day that he
hadn’t told me down there in the limber camp,
with full authority to use it in any way I
liked; and I don’t see how he could revoke that
authority. That’s the way I reasoned about it,’
rt
"’Well, that’s all there is about it,
’.That I’ve done can’t hurt Kinney, If he ever
does want to write his old facts out, he’ll be
glad to take my report of them, and - spoil it,’
said Bartley, ending with a lau^,”
From the dapper, assured Bartley, the editor of the
Equity News, to the flabby, dissipated Bartley of the divorce
I
court, there is a long stride, but the change is the natural
|
development of his character and impresses the reader with its
|
life- likeness,
j
I
In Howells’ delineation of his feminine characters, the I
I
motives of illogicality, contrariety, and skill in match-making^
are a natural endowment. In Mrs, Ellison, Kitty’s aunt, is seenj
a typical Hew ells’ woman in this respect. Her main interest
lies in bringing about a match between Kitty and Mr, Arbuton,
totally disregarding its glaring illogicality, When the roma.nce
I
is broken she prides herself on the fact that her manoeuvers
(1 ) Howel Is , William Dean : A Modern Instance (1909), p, 362,

succeeded in disillusioning Kitty by destroying any lingering
Taney she might have had for Ilr. Arbuton at first.
",.,#ien the latter (lirs. Ellison), returning
to her own room, found the colonel there, she
told him the story, and then began to discern that
she was not without credit for Kitty’s fortunate
escape, as she called it,
Tt
"»It*s a great comfort,’ retorted Mrs.
Ellison; ’you can’t find out what the world is,
too soon, I can tell you; and if I hadn’t
manoeuvred a little to bring them together, Kitty
might have gone off with some lingering fancy for
him, and think trhat a misfortune that would have
beenl’"
I
V/ith all her seeming calm and poise, Penelope Lapham has
|
ler streaks of feminine inconsistency and her speech to Tom Corey
ifhen she had determined to send him away after the collapse of
j
the Lapham fortune illustrates this failing well,
j
"’You think I’m capricious and fickle! she said, i
’I can’t help it - I don't know myself, I can’t
|
I
keep to one thing for half a dey at a time. But
j
it's right for us to part - yes, it must be. It
i
i
must be’, she repeated; ’and I shall try to remember
j
i
( 1 ) riowells, William Dean: A Chance Acquaintance (1915), p. 265.
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that. Good-bye 1 I will try to keep that in my
mind, and you will too - you won’t care, very -
soonl I didn’t mean that - no; I know how true
you are; but you will soon look at me differently;
and see that even if there hadn’t been this about
Irene, I was not the one for you. You do think so,
don’t you?* she pleaded, clinging to his hand.
*I am not at all what they would like - your family;
I felt that. I am little, and black, and homely,
and they don’t understand my way of talkirg
,
and
now that we’ve lost everything - No, I’m not fit.
Good-bye. You’re quite right, not to have patience
with me any longer. I’ve tried you enough. I
ought to be willing to many you against their
wishes if you want me to, but I can’t make the
sacrifice - I’m too selfish for that ’ All at
once she flung herself upon his breast. ’I can’t
even give you upl I shall never dare look any one
in the face again. Go, go! But take me with
you5 ’”
Possibly the most individual of Hop/ells’ women is Marcia
Hubbard, who has often been called his most red-blooded heroine.
She stands quite apart from most of the others in the sister-
|
hood, for hers is the passionate, uncontrolled nature of a proud
(1) Howells, William Dean: The Rise of Silas Lapham (1912), i
!
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and independent spirit fostered by induigent parents. Still
tbe re is in ber elemental nature a streak of her father Yankee!
shrewdness and a hint of that uncompromising New England ccn-
science common to many of Howells^ wanen. The two natures are aj^
Trariance with each other; first one controls the girl, then the
other. Her marital troubles seem to subdue her spirit and bring
out the narrow, harsh side of her nature, until, at the close of
the novel she is almost a recluse, reported by the few who see
her as "dry, cold and uncommunicative",
"»She*s grown commoner and narrower, but it*s
hardly her fault, poor thing, and it seems terribly
unjust that die should be made so by whet she has
suffered. But ttiat^s just the way it has happened,
She*s so undisciplined, that die couldn’t get any
good out of her misfbrtunes; she’s only got harm:
they’ve made her selfish, and there seems to be
nothing left of udiat she was two years ago - but
her devotion to that miserable wretch She had
a ri ch nature; hit how it’s been wasted and turned
back upon itself J Poor untrained, impulsive,
innocent creature, - my heart aches for herj..,’"^^^
In most of his novels Howells followed carefully his
advice to the American novelist in the matter of presenting
faithfully an aspect of the American scene with ^ch he was
(1) Hlowells, V/illiam Dean: A Modern Instance (1909), p, 455.
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familiar* From the well-knowi New England seenes, especially
from that of Boston, Howells drew most of his characters and
!
settings. The Eis e of Silas Lapham , A LiOdem Instance and A
I
Hazard o f New Fortunes reflect either entirely or in part the
Boston which Howells knew, while Lady of the Aroostook pictures
especially well the manners and custcms of the New England back
'country. Although a few of his novels, especially A Foregone
Conclusi on and A Fearful Resp onslbility take place against the
colorful background of Venice, they, too, are essentially true
;
to his principle, for they portray a scene which had been made
I
I
thoroughly familiar to the author by four years^ residence in
I
I
the city.
Howells has been called a man of details, but it was his
I
'
belief that a minute observation and recording of minutae was an
j
important element in the practice of the realist, since it
helped to establish the true meanings of things. Moreover to
him the commonplace was not necessarily trivial. ”In life, he
j
' (the realist) finds nothing insignificant; all tells for destiny^
land character; nothing that Gk)d has made is contemptible." !
j
I
,
This care of minutae is illustrated in Lady cf the Aroostook
.
i
for one of the outstandirg virtues of the book is its wealth of
|
I
factual detail, especially concerning life among the New
j
Eigland villagers, their habits of thought, their peculiarities
of speech, and even their preference for Japan to China tea.
&
TTT Howells, ?/illiam Dean: Criticism and Fiction (1891), p. 16.
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The farewell of Lydia and her aunt shows the reserve of ihe New
Englander, which the irrelevancy of seme of the details only
stresses,
"The girl did not offer to cast herself upon her
aunt^.s neck, and her aunt did not offer her an
embrace, it was only their hearts that clung
together as they simply shook hands and kissed
each other, Lydia whirled away for her last look
at herself in the glass over the table, and her
aunt tremulously began to put to ri^ts some
slight disorder in the girl’s hat She
continued to pin and pull at details of Lydia’s
dress, to which she descended from her hat
"Miss Marcia went down to the gate with her
father and niece, ’Take the back seat, father!’
she said, as the old man offered to take the
middle place ’You’ll be home to-night, father;
i
I’ll set up for you, Gfood-bye again, Lyddyl’ She
did not kiss the girl again or touch her hand. The
decent and sparing adieux had been made in the
house n(l)
j
i|
The opening paragraph of Lady of the Aroostook gives a i
faithful and vivid description of a rural New England family; !
i
the characters are carefully drawn to the life,
|
TTT Howells , William Dean : Lady cf the Aroostook (1879) , pp,8-9.
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"In the best room of a farm-house on the
skirts of a village in the hills of northern
Massachusetts, there sat one momirg in August three
people who were not strangers to the house, but who
had apparently assembled in the parlor as Ihe place
most in accord with an unaccustomed finery in their
dress. One was an elderly wcm«n with a plain,
honest face, as kindly in expression as she could
be perfectly sure she felt, and no more; she rocked
herself softly in the hair-cloth arm-chair, and
addressed as fatha* the old man who sat at one end
of the table between the windows, and drubbed
noiselessly upon it with his stubbed fingers,
wfiile his lips, puckered to a whistle, emitted no
sound. His face had that distinctly fresh-shaven
effect which once a week is the advantage of shaving
no oftener: here and there, in the deeper wrinkles,
a frosty stubble had escaped the razor. He wore an
old-fashioned, low black satin stock, over the top
of which the linen of his unstarched collar contrived
with difficulty to make itself seen; his high-crowned,
lead-colored straw hat lay upon the table before him.
At the other end of the table sat a young girl, who
leaned upon it with one arm, propping her averted
face upon her hand. The window was open beside her
,
and she was staring out upon the door-yacfi, where the
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hens were burrowing for coolness in the soft earth
i under the lilac bushes; from time to time she put
her handkerchief to her ejres.”
In The Rise of Silas Lapham » an entire chapter is devoted
to the Corey dinner party; the house and the dresses of the
I
1
^guests are carefully described, while page after page is devoted
to desultory dinner conversation, so carefully apportioned among^
the guests as to seem almost like the manuscript of a play* j
I
Some of the most detailed passages are those which record the
|
'impression of the affair on Silas Lapham, the details serving to:
;
I
give the reader of it a very real picture of his lack of ease
land general discomfort.
j
"Lapham had never seen people go down to
I
dinner arm-in-arm before, but he knew that his
wife was distinguished in being taken but by the
! host, and he waited in jealous impatience to see
if Tom Corey would offer his arm to Irene. He
gave it to that big girl they called Miss Kings-
bury, and the handson*s old fellow whom Mrs. Corey
had introduced as her counsin took Irene out.
I
La|iham was startled from the misgiving in which
this left him by Mrs.. Corey’s passing her hand
through his arm, and he made a sudden movement
forward, but he felt himself gently restrained.
(l) Howells, William Dean: The Lady of the Aroostook (1879 ) ,
pp. 1-2.
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They went out the last of all; he did not know why,
but he submitted, and when they sat down he saw
that Irene, although she had come in with that
Mr. Bellingham, was seated beside young Corey
,
after all.
"He fetched a long si^ cf relief when he
sank into his chair and felt himself safe from
error if he kept a sharp lookout and did only what
the others did, Bellingham had certain habits which
he permitted himself, and one of these was tucking
the corner of his napkin into his collar; he confessed
himself an uncertain shot with a spoon, and defended
his practice on the ground of neatness and common-
sense. Lapham put his napkin into his collar too,
and then, seeing that no one but Bellingham did it,
became alarmed and took it out again slyly. He
never had wine on his table at home, and on principle
he was a prohibitionist; but now he did not know
jijst what to do about the glasses at the right of
his plate. He had a notion to turn them all down
as he had read of a well-known politician's going
at a public dinner, to show that he did not take
wine; but after twiddling with one of them a
moment, he let them be, for it seemed to him that
would be a little too conspicuous, and he felt that
everyone was looking. He let the servant fill them
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all, and he drank out of each, not to appear odd.
I
Later he observed that the young ladies were not
;
taking wine, and he Y/as glad to see that Irene had
refused it, and that Mrs. Lapham was letting it
stand untasted. He did not know but he ought to
decline seme of the dishes, or at least leave most
of some on his plate, but he was not able to decide;
he took everything and ate everything."
I
I
Howells was one of the few realists who were capable of
I
I
the strictly realistic point of view. For him the human fact
was enough. He was curious about everything that might happen
in the lives of the multitude of human beirgs in the world.
Howells* earliest novels owe their charm and fame to the
e^qploitati on of an interest in a certain favored social class
under favorable conditions. In hi s later novels, partly because
of the influence of Tolstoy and partly because of a natural
widening of his horizon, he became more responsive to the social
problems of his time. Although he was too much himself to be
converted frem his artistic practice, Hcwells broadened his fiel
and went a little farther under the surface in his inquiries
into life,
( 1 ) Howells, William Dean: The Rise of Silas Lapham (1912),
pp. 267-269.
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Although Y/illiam Dean Hcwells has been widely recognized ai-
I
jone of the foremost of American realists, he has had to face his
ishare of criticism. Standing as a pioneer in the field of
|
;pealistic fiction, he won for himself the disapprobation of the i
iromantici sts because of hi s attadcs on the methods and practices'
bf traditional fiction. With the establishment of realistic
fiction in American literature, the carpings of the romanticists
were succeeded by the criticiaas of many who felt that Howells*
realism did not go far enough. They accused him of timidity—
of fear that his portrayal of hardier realities would alienate
certain groups of society, and of an idealist*s shrinking from
sordidness and want, Howells* supporters based their defense
of his realism upon his temperament wtii ch shrank from
unpleasant ness of any sort.
The history of literature is a story cf alternating move-
;aents, usually headed by youi^ men who have no reverence for
loi^-stan di ng forms. Although there has been a lack of
agreement as to the meaning of the terra **realism", the aims of
the new movement are well expressed in Howells* words: **Realism
is the truthful presentation of material," Realism in
America was in part the result of the post-war economic and
social order. With ever-increasing problems confronting them,
(1) Howelis, William Dean: Crl ti ci sm and Fic ti on (1891), p, 73.
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Individuals could no longer lose the actual in their dreams of a
nore rosy future hut were forced to face the facts. The age was
one of questioning; people were skeptical of many long-accepted
beliefs. The ideals and methods of science, the principles of
democracy and the influence of foreign realists contributed to
the cause of realism in America, The new literary type also had
a distinctive method. Because its proponents believed that it
should be faithful to life, they refused to manipulate plots and'
characters to any great extent, maintaining that climaxes and
heroics had but little place in the actual. It is a curious,
although not necessarily a significant fact that the progressive
phases of realism have synchronized closely with the J>eriods of
|
depression that have characterized the economic order.
;
From his early youth Howells was nurtured upon literature,
for, although his formal schooling was sketchy indeed, his
father strongly encouraged his reading. His earliest literary ^
'
I
lidols were of a decidedly romantic nature Cervantes, Irving
|
and Goldsmith, but witli childhood behind him, Howells lost seme
of his affecticc for the unreal. His life as a Journalist was
closely related to the actual and helped to develop in him a
liking for the real vhich lasted throughout his life. Later
idols contributed much to Howells philosophy and methods. From
Chaucer he learned that the common people could be beautiful in
literature and he gained a love for Anglo-Saxon diction which
influenced his o?m style for the better. By Heine he was freed
frem the idea that literature must be a thing apart from life.
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:jis earliest efforts at ccmpositicai were modelled after the
oarticular idol of the moment. Some of his poems found their wa;r
to the pages of the Atlanti c Monthly ; others were published in
: Poems of Two Friends in collaboration with a yourg journalist
friend. The result of a campaign biography of Lincoln was a
«
year in Venice where, by a cuilous paradox, the idealist in
!Iowells became gradually secondary to the realist, Howells*
Later "lit erary pa ssions " were fran the cont aoaporary field. He
admired the realism of the Russians, especially that of Tourge-
nief and Tolstoy, but he did not care fbr that of the French.
Tolstoy was Howells* ’ last and greatest "literary passion".
Because of his late coming his aesthetic influence was
necessarily limited, but his ethical influence was profound,
i
Howells was one of the first literary persons to combine
the offices of critic and creator. However, his theories of
literature are necessary to a full appreciation of his fiction.
His guiding principle was truth; literature, he believed, should
be an expressicn of life. Life was the only standard necessary
for writers and Nature was the best teacher. The power of
literature to ennoble the race lay in beauty not only in
aesthetic beauty which appealed to the senses alone but also in
the ethical beauty which appealed to the mind and heart. To
Howells Ti^at was unpretentious and true was beautiful and good;
he ofteh found beauty in things regarded as ignoble by other
people. This conception of the "beautiful" only served to
extend its domain to include more beauty; it was for this
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Bssentially democratic revaluation of artistic methods and
3:q)eriences that Howells stood in American life and letters, Th^
jioctrine of equality of esperience was closely allied to his
I
I
[theory of beauty. He felt that nothing was insignificant in
Life, that men were unified and more alike than -unlike one an(Jth|f
Br. If fiction were to serve a higher purpose than merely to
amuse, Howells believed that it owed a certain moral obligation
to truth in faithfully representing life and in approaching
certain themes seriously and earnestly. As a means to the end
of making fiction tnue to the verities, Howells advocated a more
authentic treatment of plot and characters.
Literature for Howells was almost synonymous with fiction,
and his books contain possibly the most complete transcript of
American life ever made by one author • Howells idea of the
plot as a chronicle of events is shown in the structure of his
two earliest novels, which are little more than travelogues
connected with slender threads of interest, V/hen he entered the
field of imaginative fiction, he still succeeded in making most
of hi s plots logical and life-like. However there are exception^
to this practice. Several of his books are so colored by roman-
tic elements as to belie his theories.
Howells* dislike of the happy ending led him to omit it
entirely from some of his novels, and to subordinate it in
others. Still he did not ban it entirely from his practice.
His objection to the theme of romantic love makes it beccme a
minor one in the novels, other themes often holding the center
«
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the stage. Often the youthful passion is refined by the
:aarriage state into a fine companionship,
Howells* characters were often chosen from real life, and
tnany are studies of the types of people he knew. Illogicality,
contrariety and skill in match-makiig are natural endowments of
bis women. The familiar American scene was repeated in the
background of hi s novels,
Howells had a realistic point of view; the human fact was
enough for him. His earliest novels depict the manners of a
favored social class, but his later ones go a little deeper unde::'
the surface of life.
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